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Key Points:
• We present deep learning models to classify weak and strong first flares using SDO/HMI
SHARP parameters calculated along the active region polarity inversion line.
• We demonstrate a dimension reduction technique to directly interpret the predic-
tions of deep learning models and do variable selection to find threshold values for
SHARP parameters that precede strong solar flares.
• We identify 35 active regions whose deep learning prediction scores for M/X class
flares transition from very low to very high level.
• We demonstrate the key dynamics of SHARP parameters that drive such deep learn-
ing prediction performance.
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Abstract
We conduct a post hoc analysis of solar flare predictions made by a Long Short Term
Memory (LSTM) model employing data in the form of Space-weather HMI Active Re-
gion Patches (SHARP) parameters. These data are distinguished in that the parame-
ters are calculated from data in proximity to the magnetic polarity inversion line where
the flares originate. We train the the LSTM model for binary classification to provide
a prediction score for the probability of M/X class flares to occur in next hour. We then
develop a dimension-reduction technique to reduce the dimensions of SHARP param-
eter (LSTM inputs) and demonstrate the different patterns of SHARP parameters cor-
responding to the transition from low to high prediction score. Our work shows that a
subset of SHARP parameters contain the key signals that strong solar flare eruptions
are imminent. The dynamics of these parameters have a highly uniform trajectory for
many events whose LSTM prediction scores for M/X class flares transition from very low
to very high. The results suggest that there exist a few threshold values of a subset of
SHARP parameters when surpassed could indicate a high probability of strong flare erup-
tion. Our method has distilled the knowledge of solar flare eruption learnt by deep learn-
ing model and provides a more interpretable approximation where more physics related
insights could be derived.
1 Introduction
The Sun exhibits a wide range of eruptive activity, flares, filament eruptions and
and coronal mass ejections (CMEs), all of which are magnetically driven (see reviews by
Forbes (2000); Schrijver (2009); Schmieder et al. (2015); Green et al. (2018)). The mag-
netic free energy driving these eruptions accumulates in the corona in association with
electric currents (e.g. Janvier et al. (2014); Schmieder et al. (2015)). In response to these
currents, the non-potential magnetic fields are sheared and twisted as seen in the struc-
ture of hot loops observed in the extreme ultraviolet (EUV). Such EUV images of pre-
event corona often show bright loops with sigmoidal structure (e.g. Canfield et al. (1999);
Magara and Longcope (2003); Aulanier et al. (2010); Green et al. (2011)), which are of-
ten harbingers of solar eruptions (Falconer et al., 2000).
In order to study and predict solar eruptions, one would ideally measure the mag-
netic field where eruptions occur, however the coronal magnetic field is difficult to de-
duce and impossible to localize beyond the plane of the sky (Dove et al., 2011). In con-
trast, spectropolarimetry of bright optically-thick spectral lines can provide high-resolution
high-cadence reconstruction of the photospheric vector magnetic field in active regions
where solar eruptions occur. Examination of magnetic fields has shown signatures strongly
associated with solar eruptions that are indicative of increases in free magnetic energy
such as: intensification of the horizontal magnetic fields (Wang et al., 2017), strong mag-
netic gradients (Schrijver, 2007), increases in magnetic shear (Georgoulis et al., 2012; Sun
et al., 2012) increases in magnetic twist (Su et al., 2008; Vemareddy et al., 2012) and
increases in magnetic and current helicities (Tziotziou et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2018).
From these strong associations, predictive parameters and empirical relationships have
been derived which are useful for predicting solar flares (e.g. Falconer et al. (2002, 2003);
K. D. Leka and Barnes (2003a, 2003b); Falconer et al. (2006); Schrijver (2007)). These
works tend to focus on flares because they are much more easily observed and catego-
rized by energy level than either filament eruptions or CMEs.
Empirical relationships for predicting solar flares are now being surpassed by the
application of machine learning made possible the the recent availability of vast quan-
tities of magnetogram data. The most notably source is photospheric vector magnetograms
from the Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI) instrument on the Solar Dynamics
Observatory launched in February 2010 (Schou et al., 2012; Hoeksema et al., 2014). The
first example of machine learning employing these data is that of Bobra and Couvidat
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Figure 1. Four examples of prediction scores from the LSTM Strong/weak flare classification
model frist presented in Chen et al. (2019). Line plots show the probability of an M/X class flare
occurring during a 12 hour interval extending into the future for active regions 11158, 11165,
11513, and 11532. Red and green marks indicate the occurrence M/X and class flares respec-
tively.
(2015), which was followed by work such as Liu et al. (2017); Nishizuka et al. (2017); Huang
et al. (2018); Chen et al. (2019), which used SHARP parameters for model training. In
their work, Muranushi et al. (2016) and Nishizuka et al. (2018) developed deep neural
networks for flare prediction. A description of these and related work is found in reviews
by K. Leka and Barnes (2018) and Camporeale (2019).
Our work builds upon that of Chen et al. (2019), which used time-series SHARP
parameter information for distinguishing strong solar flares of M/X class from weak flares
of A/B class with the help of Long-Short-Term-Memory (LSTM) model. The LSTM model
in Chen et al. (2019) takes a multi-dimensional time-series of all SHARP parameters as
input and outputs a prediction score between 0 and 1. Scores close to 1 indicate that the
time-series input contains strong signals of an M or X class solar flare. Chen et al. (2019)
presented a few case studies (see Figure 1) where the LSTM prediction score (probabil-
ity of seeing an M/X flare) increases abruptly prior to an M or X class flare, from nearly
0 to almost unity in a few hours.
This rapid change in the flare prediction score shows a strong sensitivity to the in-
put data, which may suggest interpretation of the model may provide insight into con-
ditions necessary for solar flares. Our prior work did not provided a detailed explana-
tion of the signals contained in the LSTM inputs during these periods that drive such
an abrupt change. Here we apply rigours mathematical analysis of these predictive mod-
els to determine the characteristics of the SHARP parameters time series most associ-
ated with the high probability of M- and X-class solar flares.
The LSTM model is a very promising machine learning tool for processing time-
series data, but its internal structure is not simple enough for statisticians to give inter-
pretations of a fitted model. The sudden transition of the prediction score of LSTM model
provides a unique opportunity to discern the nature of the SHARP parameters that so
strongly affect the flare prediction, which can then provide insight and understanding
of solar flare eruptions. In particular, what is the essential differences of LSTM model
inputs before and after the abrupt changes shown in the case studies in Figure 1? This
leads us to a post hoc analysis on interpreting the trained LSTM model.
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Discussions on interpretable machine learning models have been ongoing for more
than a decade, and many recently proposed methods (Lundberg and Lee (2017)) con-
sider interpreting black-box machine learning model in a model-agnostic way. Basically,
people still treat the trained machine learning model as a black-box, and by permuting
the inputs, adding noises to inputs, one could measure feature importance of the inputs
by looking at how much the machine learning prediction performance changes. But these
approaches are still not intuitive enough to derive enough domain-specific insights, es-
pecially when the machine learning model uses temporal data for training. In Chen et
al. (2019), they used similar model-agnostic way to measure the feature importance in
solar flare predictions by training LSTM model using only 1 SHARP parameter at a time
and checking how much the prediction accuracy has dropped compared to the LSTM trained
with all SHARP parameters, which is still far from satisfactory for explaining the phe-
nomenon in Figure 1.
In this paper, we propose a more direct interpretation of the fitted LSTM model
of a binary classification task where the LSTM is trying to learn to distinguish first M/X
flare against first B flare of an active region. To improve interpretability, we train a sim-
ilar LSTM model as that in Chen et al. (2019) but we use the SHARP parameters cal-
culated along the polarity inversion line only. And instead of doing the interpretation
in a model-agnostic way, we directly compare the LSTM model inputs, namely the multi-
dimensional SHARP parameters, that produce low and high LSTM prediction scores.
Our idea is close the one of clustering analysis with sparsity (Witten and Tibshi-
rani (2010)). One could think of all LSTM inputs with very low prediction scores as com-
ing from a cluster in the feature space and all LSTM inputs with very high prediction
scores as coming from another cluster. The feature space is spanned by all SHARP pa-
rameters. If we could find a few SHARP parameters that could cluster LSTM inputs in
such a way that low-score LSTM inputs are clustered together and well separated from
high-score LSTM inputs, these selected SHARP parameters would be the important SHARP
parameters in LSTM prediction.
The technical challenge is that LSTM inputs for solar flare prediction are in a ma-
trix shape, with one dimension being different SHARP parameters and the other being
the temporal dimension. We propose a method to project all LSTM input matrices into
a lower-dimensional space with the idea of using dynamic time warping. We found a sin-
gle dimension in this low dimensional space where low and high prediction score cases
are well separated. This enables us to explain the sudden transitions of LSTM scores seen
in Figure 1, and more generally what SHARP parameters are more associated with the
occurrence of strong solar flares.
In the next section, we will provide details about the SHARP parameter dataset
along the polarity inversion line (PIL), and how we prepare train and test data for LSTM
model. Section 3 revisits the theory of Long-Short-Term-Memory (LSTM) model and
also provides the results of LSTM model based on the SHARP parameters along the PIL.
In section 4, we outlined how we interpret LSTM predictions based on the idea of clus-
tering, and showed case studies that fully explained the key SHARP parameters that are
closely related to strong solar flare eruption. Section 5 concludes.
2 Data Preparation
Our machine learning model undertakes a first-flare classification task, which is the
same as the task covered in Chen et al. (2019). The positive class is the first M or X flare
while the negative class is the first B flare if any. The predictors used to classify these
flares in Chen et al. (2019) are HMI photospheric vector magnetic field data associated
with the flare region. These data are saved with a cadence of 12 minutes and resolution
of 1 arc second (Hoeksema et al., 2014). From these data, subsets know as HMI Active
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Region Patches (HARPs), are produced where data regions are spatially restricted to
the near proximity of active regions (ARs). Furthermore, Space-weather HMI Active Re-
gion Patches, or SHARPs are an additional data product providing physical parameters
calculated from the vector field, which are relevant to solar flare production, see Bobra
et al. (2014) for detailed descriptions of these features. In this paper, we use the SHARP
parameters that are calculated from vector magnetogram pixels along the polarity in-
version line (PIL), with the detailed procedure of detecting PIL being discussed in Wang
et al. (2019). This section introduces the PIL-based SHARP parameter dataset, the steps
on how we collect the predictors and the overview of M, X, B first flares for training and
testing the machine learning model. The SDO/HMI vector magnetic field images and
SHARP parameters are available for download from Joint Science Operations Center (JSOC).
The polarity inversion line detection done in Wang et al. (2019) utilizes the method
mentioned in Schrijver (2007). With the high-resolution vector magnetic field data of
each HARP region, they first took the radial field, Br, and produced two bitmaps, with
one labelling all pixels satisfying Br > 200G as 1 and 0 otherwise, and the other labelling
all pixels satisfying Br < −200G as 1 and 0 otherwise. Then they applied Density-Based
Spatial Clustering of Application with Noise (DBSCAN; (Sander et al., 1998)) to clus-
ter all strong positive pixels in the first bitmap and all strong negative pixels in the sec-
ond bitmap. Finally, they applied Gaussian-Filter convolution to dilate the clusters of
strong positive and negative pixels, and located the polarity inversion line as the inter-
section area of two dilated clusters of opposite polarity. The PIL mask generated is a
weighted mask instead of a binary mask, which puts more weights on pixels that are close
to both a strong positive polar and a strong negative polar. To calculate all the SHARP
parameters from Table 3 in Bobra et al. (2014), excluding the ones related to Lorentz
force, they multiplied the weighted PIL mask with the HMI vector magnetic field im-
age pixel-wisely, and derived SHARP parameters based on the product image. See Fig-
ure 1 in Wang et al. (2019) for an example of the weighted PIL mask generated for HARP
region 377.
The PIL-based SHARP parameters available are TOTUSJH, TOTPOT, TOTUSJZ,
ABSNJZH, SAVNCPP, USFLUX, AREA ACR, MEANPOT, R VALUE, SHRGT45, MEAN-
SHR, MEANGAM, MEANGBT, MEANGBH, MEANGBZ, MEANJZH, MEANJZD, MEANALP,
and with two extra parameters X SIZE and Y SIZE recording the width and height of
each vector field image. The PIL-based SHARP parameters data is of 12 minutes cadence.
Units of all physical quantities follow that in Table 3 of (Bobra et al., 2014). One caveat
of interpreting the results related to any of these quantities is that all calculations of the
physical quantities are weighted by the PIL-mask. For example, when a pixel’s unsigned
flux is added to the current USFLUX of the HARP region, the closer the pixel is to the
PIL, the larger weight the flux of the pixel will have in the final calculation. This means
that whenever we give a specific amount of any of the physical quantities, one should in-
terpret the amount with a PIL mask in mind.
The flares we consider come from the NOAA Geostationary Operational Environ-
mental Satellites (GOES) dataset, which has records of flares of various classes from mid
2010 to 2018. Among all the flares recorded for each NOAA active region in the GOES
dataset, we focus only on the first M flare or X flare, whichever comes earlier, and the
first B flare of each active region, if any. Then we assign each first flare to the correspond-
ing HARP region, based on the mapping between NOAA active region number and HARP
region number.
Since the PIL-based SHARP parameters are calculated based on vector magnetic
field data of HARP regions, while the GOES dataset takes records of flares based on the
NOAA active region number, there are some active regions with first M/X/B flares that
do not have associated HARP region numbers, so our dataset do not contain these flares.
Additionally, there are some HARP regions’ B flares that happen after its first M/X flare,
and those B flares are typically the last flares recorded for that HARP region. We only
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want to focus on any B flares preceding the first M/X flare, so we discard those B flares
samples. Eventually, we have only 681 first flares that have associated PIL-based SHARP
parameters, among which there are 163 M/X flares and 518 B flares.
For each of the first flares of a certain HARP region, we gather all PIL-based SHARP
parameters of that HARP region prior to the flare. Note that the length of the SHARP
parameters time-series could vary from region to region since the recording time of dif-
ferent HARP regions prior to its first flare might differ. These first flares’ PIL-based SHARP
parameter data are the totality of the data we have prior to data pre-processing.
2.1 Machine Learning Input Data Collection
The machine learning model we use here is the Long-Short-Term-Memory (LSTM)
model, which takes multi-dimensional time-series data as input. In the PIL-based SHARP
parameters dataset, each solar flare has a preceding history of the SHARP parameters.
We collect a 1-hour time-series of all these SHARP parameters 1 hour before each M/X/B
first flare. See (a) of Figure 2 for an illustration on how we select the 1-hour input data.
Since the SHARP parameters is of 12 minutes cadence, a 1-hour time-series data
contains 5 discrete time points for each of the SHARP parameters. In total we have 20
SHARP parameters (including X SIZE and Y SIZE), and we will use this 20×5 time-
series data to classify the flare 1 hour later. Because we need to collect data from 2 hours
before the flare till 1 hour before the flare, we need at least 2 hours of PIL-based SHARP
parameters preceding a first flare. So we have to discard all flare samples which have less
than 2 hours of SHARP parameters data preceding them.
In the vector magnetic field video preceding any first flares, there are certain cases
where data in some frames are totally missing. We discard all the first flare samples whose
preceding vector magnetic field video has more than 10% of its frames with missing data.
For all the remaining samples with missing frames, we use linear interpolation to impute
the missing values.
With all these data pre-processing, we finally obtain a flare list consists of 97 M/X
flares and 305 B flares, with 402 flares in total. Table 1 provides a flare count summary
for each year from 2010 to 2018.
Class/Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Total
M/X 0 15 12 20 27 18 3 2 0 97
B 2 53 48 52 23 46 52 23 6 305
Table 1. The number of M/X and B first flares recorded in each year in the dataset used for
LSTM training and testing.
We label every M or X flare as 1, and every B flare as 0. There is only 1 X first flare
happened in 2013 and all other 96 positive class flares are M flares, so we do not further
distinguish M and X first flare, but choose to collapse the two classes into a single class.
Our deep learning model will use the 20 × 5 SHARP parameters to give a prediction
score between 0 and 1, and any score below 0.5 indicates a B flare and any score above
0.5 indicates an M/X flare.
With the trained model, we could select any 1-hour time-series SHARP parame-
ter data preceding any first flare to give a prediction score. By sliding the 1-hour time
window, we could produce a whole path of prediction scores along the entire time-series
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Figure 2. Schematic showing collection and distillation of data for input to train the LSTM
and give the resulting predictions. All data are derived from a time series of three-component
HMI vector magnetograms collected from the flare active region patches and saved at a 12
minute cadence. These are down-select to close proximity to the flare original site, the polar-
ity inversion line (PIL). From these data, twenty physical scalar quantities relevant to flare
production are calculated, the SHARP parameters. These data are then grouped together in
one-hour, 5-frame sets, which are used to train the LSTM for flare classification, which provides
the probability of an M/X flare 1 hour after.
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prior to the first flare just as the one plotted in Figure 1. See (b) of Figure 2 for how we
use the sliding window to collect 1-hour time-series data for every 12 minutes to gener-
ate a prediction score path.
The size of the dataset with 402 samples is comparable to the one used for first-
flare classification in Chen et al. (2019), but with the PIL-based dataset, we have more
localized features and a much less noisy SHARP parameter set, which could bring more
interpretability when we analyze the patterns learnt by LSTM model.
2.2 Training/Testing Splitting and Normalization
The 402 flares in our dataset come from 369 different HARP regions, with only 33
HARP regions having both a first M/X flare and a first B flare. In order to give each
HARP region’s first flare a complete path of the LSTM classification score, we used the
leave-one-out train-test set splitting.
Specifically, for each of the 369 HARP regions, we collect all its first flares and as-
sociated 1-hour predictor data and put them into the test set while all the other data
in the train set. By doing so, we have 369 different ways of doing train-test set split.
To normalize each SHARP parameter to have mean zero and variance of one in each
of these train-test set pair, we calculated the mean and standard deviation of each SHARP
parameter of all samples in the train set only, and then normalize the test set with the
mean and standard deviation coming from the train set to avoid any information leak-
ing from the test set to the model training process. With the normalized data, we trained
369 LSTM models, each using one of the 369 train-test set pair. Eventually, the classi-
fication score path for each HARP region’s first flares is generated with LSTM model
trained with other HARP regions’ first flare data only.
3 LSTM results and Sudden Transition
We apply Long-Short-Term-Memory(LSTM) model (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber,
1997) to classify first B flares and first M/X flares, and our model architecture follows
that in Chen et al. (2019). This section detailed the deep learning neural network ar-
chitecture and the results of the machine learning model.
3.1 Model Description
Long-Short-Term-Memory (LSTM) model is a special class of recurrent neural net-
work (RNN), which is widely used to process sequential data such as time-series of stock
prices and texts in twitters. It comes naturally in the application of solar flare predic-
tion in that multi-dimensional time-series data, such as the SHARP parameters, are the
typical predictors. RNN uses a recursive, highly non-linear mathematical operation to
process the sequential inputs. The LSTM improves some of the drawbacks of traditional
RNN by introducing a separate memory (called the cell state) to the neural network, where
data of each time point in the time-series input could decide how much information the
previous time points provided to the neural network can be kept for future use. This en-
ables the information of data coming from the early stage to have an effect even after
very long time. Figure 3 shows the tensor flows in our deep learning model consisting
of LSTM cells.
Our neural network consists of two layers of LSTM. The first layer contains 5 LSTM
cells chained together to process the 5 frames of SHARP parameters, namely X1, X2, . . . , X5
and each Xi is a 20× 1 vector. The input vector is processed by the nonlinear opera-
tions inside the LSTM cell and each cell outputs a memory c<1>i and an output h
<1>
i
given the input vector Xi and the memory c
1
i−1 and output vector h
<1>
i−1 of the previ-
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Figure 3. Two-layer LSTM architecture. X1, X2, . . . , X5 are the 20 × 1 normalized SHARP
parameters for each frame of the 1-hour input. h<j>1 , h
<j>
2 , . . . , h
<j>
5 , j = 1, 2 are the outputs of
each LSTM cell in the first and second layer. c<j>1 , c
<j>
2 , . . . , c
<j>
5 , j = 1, 2 are the memory of
each LSTM cell of the first and second layer. All memory and output vectors are 50. The output
of each LSTM cell of the first layer, after a 50% random dropout, becomes the input of each cell
of the second layer. The output vector from the last cell of the second layer, namely the h<2>5 , is
passed to a sigmoid function after 50% random dropout, and gives a prediction score between 0
and 1. The deep learning model is trained with binary cross-entropy loss to classify weak (B) and
strong (M/X) flares.
ous cell. The memory and output vectors’ dimensions can be tuned by the users. Here
we specify the memory and output vector to be 50 × 1 vectors.
In the first layer, each LSTM cell’s output h<1>i , after a 50% random dropout, be-
comes the input of the second layer of LSTM. The output of the last cell in the second
layer, namely the h<2>5 , which is a 50 × 1 vector, goes through 50% random dropout
and is passed to a sigmoid function to give a score between 0 and 1.
Because we have 369 HARP regions in the first-flare classification task, and we have
369 different train-test set combinations, with each of the test set containing only first
flares from a single HARP region, we have to train 369 LSTM models shown in 3. With
each trained model, we could give a complete prediction score path for the HARP re-
gion in the test set, and we call the generated prediction score path the leave-one-out
prediction score.
Figure 4 shows the leave-one-out prediction score and two SHARP parameters prior
to the first M flare of AR 12017 and 12381. The unit of total free energy density (TOT-
POT) is erg ·cm−1, and the unit of mean shear angle (MEANSHR) is degree. But note
that in the PIL-based dataset, all SHARP parameters are calculated under a weighted
scheme. The total free energy density is the sum of all pixels’ free energy density, weighted
by each pixel’s proximity to the detected polarity inversion line. The mean shear angle
is the the sum of all pixels’ shear angle, weighted by each pixel’s proximity to the de-
tected polarity inversion line, and then divided by the number of all non-zero pixels in
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the PIL mask. Such a way of calculating the parameters make all SHARP parameters’
magnitude not directly comparable to the full-image SHARP parameters.
We could see that the red curve (prediction score) and the blue curve (SHARP pa-
rameters) have some non-negligible positive correlations. The case for AR 12017 repre-
sents the type of prediction score path with abrupt changes. It can be seen that start-
ing from the midnight of March 28, 2014, the prediction score suddenly increased to a
very high level in a few hours, together with the sudden increase of both features. It can
be easily inferred that the polarity inversion line emerged in a rather short period for
AR 12017. During March 26th to 28th, both SHARP parameters stay at zero because
the vector field during this period has no polarity inversion line.
Each black dot in the figure represents a flare event. Their logarithm-transformed
intensity are shown on the axis ”log flare intensity”. The same intensity scale applies to
all similar graphs in the following sections. For the sake of formatting simplicity, we do
not draw the log flare intensity axis in the following graphs. It also can be seen that the
SHARP parameters and prediction scores are higher when a stronger flare is upcoming.
Figure 4. Prediction scores and key SHARP parameters plotted for AR 12017 and 12381
prior to their first M/X flare. Blue curve shows the time-series plots of TOTPOT and MEAN-
SHR prior to the first M/X flare, red curve shows the leave-one-out prediction score. Each small
black dots stands for a recorded flare event in GOES dataset for the active region. The height
of the dot is proportional to the common logarithm of flare intensity, as can be found on the log
flare intensity axis. Minor ticks on the time axis are plotted for every hour. The date format in
the figure and all similar figures in the following text is Year-Month-Day. The unit of total po-
tential energy (TOTPOT) is erg ·cm−1, and the unit of mean shear angle (MEANSHR) is degree.
Both SHARP parameters are weighted by the PIL-mask.
As for the case of AR 12381, the prediction score curve transitioned from relatively
low level to relatively high level at a much slower pace. But it is common in both cases
that the active regions have certain time with very low LSTM prediction score and other
time with rather high LSTM prediction score. This LSTM prediction score path is ac-
tually a repeated observation for the HARP region, which makes it possible for us to con-
trast low and high LSTM score cases for a single HARP region. Instead of comparing
AR 12017’s SHARP parameters during its high LSTM score time against the SHARP
parameters of AR 12381 during its low LSTM score time, it makes more intuitive sense
for us to compare the SHARP parameters within an active region. So among all HARP
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regions we are particularly interested in those that have both a low and a high LSTM
score period like AR 12017 and 12381 and all regions in Figure 1 where inter-region com-
parison is possible. To give such a prediction score pattern a more formal definition, we
define that an active region’s prediction score path has gone through a sudden tran-
sition if:
• An M/X flare happened at the end of the leave-one-out prediction score path.
• There is a certain time when the LSTM prediction score is above 0.7, and persist
for at least 36 minutes afterwards. We call this time the post transition time.
• Prior to the post transition time, if there is any time when the LSTM prediction
score is below 0.3, and persist for at least 36 minutes afterwards. We call this time
the prior transition time.
Table A1 in the appendix provides all 35 cases where we found a sudden transi-
tion along their leave-one-out prediction score paths. Since the prediction score pattern
for these active regions are quite similar which might indicate that the underlying phys-
ical processes can also be similar, the cases in the table can be used in other researches
when one wants to give a uniform explanation for strong first flare eruption.
In all the cases in Table A1, the leave-one-out LSTM prediction score path has a
certain time range where the prediction score jumped from a low level to a high level.
Some of the transitions happened quickly, such as 12017 (2.5 hours) and 12182 (4 hours),
but slower in cases such as 11718 (50 hours). Since all of the cases have gone through
a significant LSTM prediction score change, it is possible for us to analyze whether there
exists some within-region changes in some of the SHARP parameters that drive this score
change and leads to the final M/X first flare. In the next section, we will provide a sta-
tistical technique to capture the driving force of high LSTM scores, and we will present
case studies on these regions with sudden transitions to illustrate how certain SHARP
parameters have changed significantly before and after the LSTM score transition.
4 LSTM Interpretation
Our method for interpreting the LSTM prediction is closely related to the idea of
clustering analysis. Clustering analysis is the task of grouping a set of objects in such
a way that objects in the same group (called a cluster) are more similar (in some sense)
to each other than to those in other groups (clusters). In our machine learning setting,
we want to cluster our LSTM model inputs, namely the SHARP parameters time-series,
in a certain way such that inputs that produce low LSTM prediction score are more sim-
ilar to each other than to those inputs that produce high LSTM prediction score.
Such an idea presents us with a task of constructing an appropriate measure of ”sim-
ilarity” between LSTM inputs. Note that LSTM model input is a 2-dimensional matrix,
with one dimension being the feature dimension and the other being the temporal di-
mension. There are infinite ways of defining the similarity between two 2-d LSTM in-
puts, such as calculating the Frobenius norm of the differences of two LSTM input ma-
trices. But this similarity measure is not very interpretable. In this paper, we restrict
ourselves to account for the similarity along the temporal dimension only.
Mathematically, suppose that we have two 2-d LSTM input matrices X and Y, both
having shape p×t, with p being the number of features (20 SHARP parameters in our
case) and t being the length of each feature’s time-series (5 frames in our case). We mea-
sure the similarity of X and Y row by row. Therefore, we only need to define a similar-
ity measure between two time-series of length t. The similarity between X and Y, de-
noted as d(X,Y), will then become a p× 1 vector, with each dimension summarizing
the similarity of a certain feature’s time-series in the two inputs.
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Now suppose X gives a very low LSTM score, say around 0.05, and Y gives us a
fairly high LSTM score, say around 0.95. Also suppose that there is a third LSTM in-
put Z that gives a score at 0.10. If we find that compared to d(X,Z), there are a few
dimensions in d(X,Y) that become significantly different, the features corresponding to
these dimensions might be the most important features that drive LSTM scores to be-
come high.
To proceed, we firstly introduce a time-series similarity measure called the Dynamic
Time Warping (DTW) distance metric, which enables us to construct d(X,Y). Then
we will analyze which dimensions of d(X,Y) will become significantly different when the
LSTM scores of X and Y are very different.
4.1 Dynamic Time Warping Feature Construction
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance (Sakoe & Chiba, 1978) is a measure of
similarity between any two 1-d sequential data, especially temporal data. It is widely
used in situations such as speech recognition where speakers might have different talk-
ing speed in various recordings and gene expression time-series analysis where different
biological processes might unfold with different rates. In general, it measures how sim-
ilar two time-series are to each other: the smaller the DTW distance is, the more sim-
ilar the two time-series are.
Figure 5 gives an illustration on how dynamic time warping works. In the left panel,
there are two time-series (X and Y) with equal length. If one uses the Euclidean distance
measure, one would calculate the distance between the two time-series based on the dif-
ferences of each pair of points at each time point. Points of two time-series are paired
at each time point. This can be problematic when the two time-series are similar but
the time progressions are not synchronous. For example, time series Y has a stable upward-
sloping trend at early time of the series while time series X has a similar trend but with
a relatively longer increasing time, as suggested by the different end time (shown in red
points) of the increasing trend of X and Y. Dynamic time warping optimized the way
time points of the two time-series are paired so that the two increasing trend in the two
time-series can be paired with each other. This is indicated by the pairing of points where
two red points (end of increasing trend) are paired together. The DTW distance is based
on the differences of this new pairing, which is different from the Euclidean distance met-
ric.
In the right panel of Figure 5, the two time-series are plotted again, but with one
(X) at the bottom and the other (Y) rotated and shown on the left. With any time point
i from X and any time point j from Y, we could calculate the squared difference of the
time-series values of the two points: (Xi−Yj)2. The matrix represents a pair-wise squared
differences between any two time points, with one from X and the other from Y. Equiv-
alent to the illustration in the left panel where the pairing of time points are optimized
to account for asynchronous time evolution, dynamic time warping distance is calculated
by finding a path from the lower-left corner to the upper-right corner in this ”pairing
cost” matrix such that one has the smallest aggregated squared differences along the path.
The optimal path’s coordinates specify the optimized pairing rule for the two time-series.
The optimal path for the X and Y has been plotted in the matrix and is the same as the
pairing shown in the left panel. The DTW distance between X and Y is simply the square
root of the sum of the matrix elements along this path: ΣKk=1(Xik−Yjk)2, where there
are K points along the path and each point’s coordinate is (ik, jk).
Generally speaking, DTW distance gives one a distance metric between any two
time-series of any length. Compared with Euclidean distance, it can identify time-series
that has similar trend but with asynchronous time evolution. A small DTW distance means
that the two time-series have similar time evolution path, while a large DTW distance
means the time evolution of one time-series is very different from the other’s.
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Figure 5. Explanation of Dynamic Time Warping. (a) shows the pairing of time points under
the dynamic time warping distance measure. (b) shows that dynamic time warping is essentially
a dynamic programming problem inside the pair-wise distance matrix of two time-series. Figures
are adopted from Salvador and Chan (2007).
To apply DTW distance metric to the temporal dimension when comparing any
two 20 × 5 inputs into the LSTM, we calculate the DTW distance between the time-
series of each SHARP parameter. This gives us a 20 × 1 vector that summarized the
time-series similarity between any two LSTM inputs for each SHARP parameter. (a) in
Figure 6 illustrates the process for comparing two LSTM inputs at two arbitrary time
points of a score path using dynamic time warping distance.
In our LSTM binary classification model, we have 402 flare samples in total and
each has a leave-one-out prediction score path. Note that any single score on the score
path corresponds to a 20×5 time-series input into the LSTM. We could compare any
pair of points along a score path using the procedure described in Figure 6. Here, we choose
to focus on contrasting inputs that produce high LSTM scores against inputs that pro-
duce low LSTM scores, so as to give insight into physical evolutionary trends leading to
flare events. Consequently, for each score path, we search for the time point when the
prediction score is the lowest as a baseline point. And for any time points along the
score path, we calculate the corresponding DTW distance from the baseline point, which
is represented as time point 1 in Figure 6. This point remains fixed so we only vary the
time point 2 along the path. As a result, for each leave-one-out score path, we have con-
structed a 20 dimensional time-series of DTW distance of the 20 SHARP parameter. At
each time point, the DTW distance measures how much the LSTM inputs at this time
deviates from the LSTM input at the baseline time.
The essential idea of our LSTM interpretation is shown in (b) of Figure 6. Given
the baseline point (shown in blue), we show several other points on the score path in a
2-d space where the coordinates are their TOTPOT and MEANSHR 1-hour time-series’s
DTW distance from the baseline’s TOTPOT and MEANSHR 1-hour time-series. We hope
to find a few variables that can linearly separate low and high LSTM score cases in the
DTW distance space, such as the TOTPOT shown in (b).
In Figure 7, we showed the constructed DTW distance time-series of SHARP pa-
rameter total free energy density (TOTPOT) and mean shear angle (MEANSHR) for
AR 12017 and 12381, along with their prediction score paths.
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Figure 6. Illustration of how we use dynamic time warping distance to compare any two
LSTM inputs and do interpretation. For any two arbitrary time t1 and t2 on the prediction score
path of a certain HARP region, we collect their original 1-hour PIL-based SHARP parameter
time-series Xt1 and Xt2 and calculate the DTW distance between each of the 20 SHARP param-
eter’s 1-hour time-series. Illustrations of the time profiles of parameters TOTPOT, MEANSHR
and SAVNCPP are provided. The final similarity between Xt1 and Xt2 is a 20-dimensional vec-
tor d(Xt1 ,Xt2). In practice, we define a time point t0 as the baseline point for the score path
where the prediction score is the lowest along the path: t0 = argmin score(t). We then calculate
the corresponding DTW distance between the LSTM inputs at any time point t and the baseline
point t0. In (b), the baseline point is the blue point, and other time points’ DTW distances of
SHARP parameter TOTPOT and MEANSHR against the baseline are plotted in a 2-d space.
We aim to find the important variables of LSTM prediction by finding which variables could
threshold low and high score inputs with the pattern shown in (b).
If one compares the curves of TOTPOT and MEANSHR in Figure 4 with the dy-
namic time warping distance features of the two SHARP parameters in Figure 7, one
could see that the DTW distance features are smoother, have less local volatility and still
have high correlation with the prediction score curve.
Using DTW distance metric enabled us to summarize the differences between in-
puts of the LSTM, but at the same time we may lose some high-order time-series infor-
mation as the DTW distance is generally smoother than the original SHARP parame-
ters. DTW distance captures the similarity of the general trend of two time-series. How-
ever, it puts less emphasis on the slope of the time-series. But we cannot neglect the slope
information of SHARP parameters since they are present in the input of the LSTM. One
cannot expect that the TOTPOT of AR 12017 and TOTPOT of 12381, who have dif-
ferent increasing speed, are processed in the LSTM similarly has they both started and
ended up at similar magnitude.
Furthermore, we cannot neglect the different levels of local volatility of different
SHARP parameters as well. As one can see from Figure 4, the MEANSHR of AR 12017
and 12381 are highly volatile during high LSTM score times, but the TOTPOT of AR
12381 is not as volatile. If we only focus on the mean and the slope of the SHARP pa-
rameters, we are not taking full considerations of how LSTM is going to handle these
local perturbations. This requires us to compare the volatility of two LSTM inputs along-
side comparing the general trend and slopes.
To better account for slope and local fluctuations of SHARP parameters, we used
natural cubic spline (Hastie et al., 2001, Chapter 5) to interpolate each of 20 SHARP
parameters of every active region, and then take the first-order derivative of the inter-
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Figure 7. Prediction scores and DTW distance time-series of TOTPOT and MEANSHR for
AR 12017 and 12381. Blue curve shows the time-series of DTW distance of SHARP parameter
TOTPOT and MEANSHR prior to the first M/X flare, red curve shows the leave-one-out pre-
diction score. Each small black dots stands for a recorded flare event. The height of the dot is
proportional to the common logarithm of flare intensity, which is the same as that in Figure 4.
Minor ticks on the time axis are plotted for every hour. Note the strong correspondence between
the DTW distances and the prediction scores. The unit of DTW distance of total potential en-
ergy (TOTPOT) is erg ·cm−1, and the unit of DTW distance of mean shear angle (MEANSHR)
is degree.
polated curve to get each SHARP parameter’s first-order derivative time-series. Figure
8 shows the original MEANSHR and the derivative of MEANSHR of AR 12017 and 12381.
Alongside the MEANSHR and derivative (MEANSHR D), we also plotted the leave-one-
out prediction score path and the moving 1-hour standard deviation of MEANSHR (1-
hour local volatility of MEANSHR).
It can be seen that our spline fitting of the MEANSHR is capturing more about
local volatility than slope of MEANSHR. When MEANSHR is increasing, we could see
some significant non-zero derivatives in MEANSHR D. But instead of giving a consis-
tently positive derivative, the MEANSHR D is fluctuating wildly around zero, with both
strongly positive and strongly negative values. One can see that the magnitude of fluc-
tuations of the MEANSHR derivatives is strongly correlated with the local volatility of
the MEANSHR time-series. Most importantly, the MEANSHR fluctuates a lot when a
solar flare in happening or about to happen, as one can see that MEANSHR D is very
volatile prior to flares with high intensity.
One may ask where does these local volatility come from? Given that the PIL-detection
algorithm in Wang et al. (2019) does not account for the time-consistency of PIL across
frames, but analyzes each vector field image at a time, we cannot expect that the PIL
pixels found in one vector field image is the same as the PIL pixels found in the image
12 minutes later. The volatility of the SHARP parameters such as MEANSHR might
come from the unstable PILs found in adjacent frames.
The other reason that might explain the volatility of SHARP parameters is the volatil-
ity of the vector field in HMI images. Each pixel’s magnetic field vector can change wildly
for every 12 minutes. Therefore, even if we could find a stable PIL, we may have highly
volatile SHARP parameters if the magnetic field changes a lot. These volatility that comes
from the unstable PIL detection algorithm and the volatile HMI images will create sig-
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Figure 8. Plots of first-order derivatives of MEANSHR for AR 12017 and 12381. Blue curves
show the time series of MEANSHR and its first-order derivative prior to the first M/X flare in
the top and bottom panels respectively. Red curves show the leave-one-out prediction score and
the 1-hour local standard deviation of MEANSHR in the top and bottom panels respectively.
Each small black dots stands for a recorded flare event. The height of the dot is proportional to
the common logarithm of flare intensity, which uses the same scale as that in Figure 4. Minor
ticks on the time axis are plotted for every hour. There is a 3-day period for AR 12017 where
the MEANSHR and MEANSHR D are both constantly zero, this is because there is no polarity
inversion line found during these time. Unit of mean shear angle (MEANSHR) is degree. Unit of
derivative of MEANSHR is degree ·h−1. Both parameters are weighted by the PIL-mask.
nificant local noises in the PIL-based SHARP parameters. Generally speaking, the SHARP
parameters about the gradient of the magnetic field are more volatile while the param-
eters about the energy are smoother. Our spline fitting picks up local volatility for the
gradient-related SHARP parameters and slope for the energy-related SHARP param-
eters.
To compare the slope and local volatility of SHARP parameters between LSTM
inputs, similar to the DTW distance calculation implemented on 20 SHARP parame-
ters, we calculated the DTW distance features of all 20 SHARP parameters’ derivatives.
Basically, for any 1-hour LSTM input, we calculate each SHARP parameter’s derivatives.
And we compute the DTW distance of these derivatives from the baseline point’s deriva-
tives. Consequently, we have 40 DTW distance features for each LSTM input, includ-
ing 20 for original SHARP parameters and 20 for SHARP parameter derivatives. In Fig-
ure 9 we show the DTW distance features of the derivatives of TOTPOT and MEAN-
SHR of AR 12017 and AR 12381. One can see that the DTW feature of the derivative
of TOTPOT for AR 12381 is very smooth compared to all other 3 DTW features. This
indicates that when a SHARP parameter has less local volatility, the derivative derived
from spline mainly captures the slope of the time-series. When a SHARP parameter has
more local volatility such as the MEANSHR, the derivative contains more of the local
volatility information. Indeed, the discrepancy between the smoothness of TOTPOT and
MEANSHR applies to many other pairs of SHARP parameters, and MEANSHR belongs
to a certain group of SHARP parameters that are more volatile (gradient-related), while
TOTPOT is a member of a group of SHARP parameters that are smoother (energy-related).
More on the noises contained in SHARP parameters will be discussed in the following
sections.
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Figure 9. Plots of DTW distance for the first-order derivatives of TOTPOT and MEANSHR
for AR 12017 and 12381. Blue curve shows the time-series of DTW distance of the derivatives
of SHARP parameters TOTPOT and MEANSHR prior to the first M/X flare, red curve shows
the leave-one-out prediction score. Each small black dots stands for a recorded flare event. The
height of the dot is proportional to the common logarithm of flare intensity, which uses the same
scale as that in Figure 4. Minor ticks on the time axis are plotted for every hour. We find a
very close similarity between the evolution of the prediction scores and the DTW distance of the
TOTPOT and MEANSHR variables’ time derivatives. Unit of the DTW distance of the deriva-
tive of TOTPOT is erg ·cm−1 ·h−1. Unit of DTW distance of the derivative of MEANSHR is
degree ·h−1. Both parameters are weighted by the PIL-mask.
We did the DTW calculation for all of the 402 samples of our dataset. To avoid
having an inappropriate baseline, we have discarded samples whose LSTM score of the
baseline point is above 0.2. This is because we do not want our baseline point to have
a very high prediction score, otherwise we are not contrasting other LSTM inputs with
a low LSTM score baseline. After discarding all such samples, we still have 360 samples
with inappropriate baseline, containing 70 M/X flares and 290 B flares. All 35 sudden
transition cases are in these 360 samples.
Among all of the 40 DTW distance features, we are not interested in X SIZE, Y SIZE
and their derivatives since they are constant over time and does not have physical in-
terpretations. After deleting these 4 features, we finally got a set of 36 DTW distance
features that summarized the similarity between any LSTM input of a HARP region and
the baseline of that region.
In this subsection we introduced the concept of dynamic time warping (DTW) dis-
tance and have used this distance metric to compare different LSTM inputs. For each
sample j with a leave-one-out prediction score path, we chose the time point with the
minimum LSTM score as a baseline point. And for any LSTM inputs Yj that generates
a score on sample j’s score path, we measured the similarity between Yj and the base-
line input Xj using dynamic time warping for each SHARP parameter and their deriva-
tives. Finally, we obtained a 36× 1 DTW distance vector d(Xj ,Yj).
Among the 36 dimensions of this similarity metric, we have constructed two sets
of DTW distance features, one about the original SHARP parameters and the other about
the derivatives of the SHARP parameters. These two sets of DTW distance capture the
similarity of the trend and the local volatility of the time-series input Xj and Yj . A large
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DTW distance of any SHARP parameter or its derivative at a certain time indicates that
its time evolution has become significantly different from that of the baseline.
In the next subsection, we are going to analyze what has our first-flare LSTM clas-
sification model actually learnt. Specifically, we aim at identifying which dimensions in
d(Xj ,Yj) have become significantly different when the LSTM score of Yj is very high,
which is the idea shown in (b) of Figure 6.
4.2 A PCA analysis of DTW distance features
Figure 10 shows the Pearson correlation of these 36 DTW distance features across
all 360 samples, with feature name ” D” representing the DTW distance feature of the
derivative of a SHARP parameter.
Figure 10. Pearson correlations among 36 DTW distance features. There are two highly
correlated blocks, one consisting of the DTW feature of time derivatives of MEANGBZ,
MEANGBH, MEANGBT, MEANSHR, MEANGAM, and the other including the time deriva-
tives of MEANJZH, MEANPOT, MEANALP, ABSNJZH, TOTUSJH. Furthermore, there is a
weakly correlated block that includes more than 20 features on the top left corner of the cor-
relation matrix (from TOTUSJH to MEANGBT). More quantitative description about the
correlation structure can be found in Figure 11.
The correlation matrix shows that there is a large group of DTW distance features
that are correlated with each other, as suggested by the large green block (from TOTUSJH
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to MEANGBT) on the upper left corner. Specifically, MEANGBZ D, MEANGBH D,
MEANGBT D, MEANGAM D and MEANSHR D consist of a highly correlated block.
The high correlation means that when the time evolution of some of the SHARP param-
eters or their derivatives become very different from the baseline of the HARP region,
it is very likely that we observe the other highly-correlated features’ time evolution to
be very different from the baseline as well.
Recall that in Figure 7, the LSTM score path moves in the same direction with the
DTW distance features of TOTPOT, MEANSHR. It seems that these two quantities could
both have some predictive power on the LSTM score. So there is some overlapping in-
formation between these two dimensions of d(Xj ,Yj) in distinguishing low and high LSTM
scores.
Indeed, if any dimension in d(Xj ,Yj) will become significantly different when the
LSTM score of Yj is very high, we could expect all highly correlated dimensions to be-
have similarly. As a result of the correlation structure, we could analyze blocks of highly
correlated DTW distance features instead of individual DTW distance features. And we
applied principal component analysis (PCA) to do this dimension reduction to account
for the shared information among the DTW distance features.
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a dimension reduction technique that uses
orthogonal transformations to convert a set of observations of possibly correlated vari-
ables into a set of values of linearly uncorrelated variables called principal components.
This transformation is defined in such a way that the first principal component has the
largest possible variance, and each succeeding component in turn has the highest vari-
ance possible under the constraint that it is orthogonal to the preceding components.
More details on PCA can be found in Bishop (2006, Chapter 12).
In our analysis, PCA will do eigenvalue decomposition of the Pearson correlation
matrix in Figure 10. With PCA, we aim at finding out a few linear combinations of all
36 DTW distance features that can explain the variations of all 360 samples’ DTW dis-
tance features.
Figure 11 shows the main results of PCA on DTW distance features. Panel (a) shows
the proportion of variations explained by each of the 36 principal components, and (b),
(c), (d) shows the feature loadings of the top 3 principal components. The first princi-
pal component (PC1) has large and relatively uniform loadings on all variables in the
large green block on the upper left corner of Figure 10. So PC1 is a combination of all
correlated DTW distance features of the large green block. When PC1 becomes large
for a certain HARP region at some time, we could expect many of the features with large
principal component loadings in PC1, such as TOTPOT and MEANSHR D, have be-
come significantly different from the baseline. PC2 captures the smaller dark green block
of variables in the lower right corner, including DTW distance features of several SHARP
parameters’ derivatives. PC3 is a combination of many SHARP parameters’ DTW fea-
tures subtracting a group of other SHARP parameters’ derivatives’ DTW features.
One could regard the PC1 as the component containing the information of the changes
of the mean structure of SHARP parameters’ time evolution. PC2, as one may recall from
Figure 9, contains the slope information of SHARP parameters such as TOTPOT, TO-
TUSJH and ABSNJZH, which are typically the less noisy SHARP parameters. And PC3,
which turns out to be the most interesting principal component based on the post hoc
analysis below, is the difference between the time evolution of the mean structure of pa-
rameters such as TOTPOT, ABSNJZH, SAVNCPP and USFLUX and the volatility of
MEANSHR, MEANGBZ, MEANGBH, MEANGAM, and MEANGBT. To put it sim-
ply, PC3 is to subtract noises of some SHARP parameters from signals of other SHARP
parameters. One may note that some SHARP parameters’ derivatives, such as MEAN-
SHR D, have large loadings in PC3 while its original parameter, such as MEANSHR,
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Figure 11. Results of Principal Component Analysis on 36 DTW distance features of 360
samples. The order of the variable of the graph on principal component loading is the same as
Figure 10’s rows. (a) shows the proportion of variations explained by each of the 36 principal
components of the PCA. (b), (c) and (d) shows the variable loadings of the first, second and
third PCs with the largest eigenvalues. We found that PC1 captures the large green block in
upper left corner of Figure 10, PC2 captures the small green block in the lower right corner and
PC3 is the difference between variables highly correlated with TOTPOT and variables highly
correlated with the time derivatives of MEANSHR.
have loadings near 0. In Figure 14, we will show, using some case studies, that MEAN-
SHR may not be a SHARP parameter that can help one distinguish weak and strong flares
while MEANSHR D and TOTPOT can.
To check whether these principal components can distinguish low and high LSTM
score cases, we calculated the 36 DTW distance features for 360 first-flare samples’ LSTM
inputs, and then we calculated the 36 principal components scores of each LSTM inputs.
In Figure 12, we plot all LSTM inputs whose LSTM prediction score is below 0.3 (blue)
or above 0.7 (red), in a 2d space with the x-axis being their PC1 score and the y-axis
being their PC3 score.
It can be seen that high LSTM score cases are typically those whose PC3 score is
positive, and most are larger than 3. On the contrary, the low LSTM score cases are those
with low PC3 scores. In terms of the PC1 score, even though there are many cases with
high PC1 score from both classes, we could see that there are many cases with high LSTM
score that have very large PC1 score, well beyond 20, which is rarely seen in low LSTM
score cases.
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Figure 12. PC1 and PC3 score of cases where LSTM score greater than 0.7 (red) and lower
than 0.3 (blue). We found that typically, inputs with LSTM score higher than 0.7 will have
positive PC3 score, while inputs with score lower than 0.3 will have negative PC3 score.
To see the PC score dynamics for specific active region, we have plotted how PC1
and PC3 scores have evolved as time went by for four different active regions that have
gone through sudden transition. Results are shown in Figure 13.
The dynamics of PC1 and PC3 score across time is shown in a series of connected
arrows in the PC score subspace. Apart from showing how the PC1 and PC3 score change
for every 12 minutes using arrows, we also indicated whether the change happened dur-
ing the LSTM score sudden transition time by labelling all sudden transition periods’
arrows in green.
It can be seen from Figure 13 that when LSTM score became very high after the
transition, namely above 0.7, typically the active regions will have both high PC1 and
PC3, as indicated by the red arrows on the upper right corner of each graph. And dur-
ing the transition time, where the LSTM score began to jump from lower than 0.3 to higher
than 0.7, the trajectory of the PC1 and PC3 score escaped the area around the origin
and those with very negative PC3, and travelled towards the region where PC1 score is
above 20 and PC3 is above 5, which are surely the outliers in the PC1-PC3 subspace shown
in Figure 12.
To illustrate the process of sudden transitions with the original SHARP parame-
ters instead of the DTW distance features, in Figure 14, we have shown the original TOT-
POT, MEANSHR, TOTPOT D, MEANSHR D of AR 11158 and 11190. The blue band
highlights the 1-hour time-series at the baseline time. The yellow and the green band
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Figure 13. Four case studies on AR 11158, 11190, 12065 and 12644. Evolution path of PC1
and PC3 are plotted with connected arrows showing the direction of changes as time went by.
Green arrows represent sudden transition period, where LSTM scores changed from very low
(< 0.3) to very high (> 0.7). Other arrows are during the non-transition times, LSTM score be-
low 0.3, between 0.3 and 0.7 and above 0.7 are colored blue, cyan and red, respectively. We found
that: (i) during the sudden transition time, each active region’s PC1 and PC3 scores become
further away from the origin and travelled towards the places where both PC scores are high. (ii)
It seems that the location of the sudden transition period in the 2-d PC score space is similar
across active regions, perhaps there exists a threshold in the PC space that separates low and
high LSTM scores.
highlights a 3-hour time-series before and after the sudden transition of LSTM scores,
featuring consistently low (<0.3) and high (>0.7) LSTM score.
It can be seen that the time-series before sudden transition is not very different from
the baseline in all four quantities. But when LSTM score is very high, we could see an
abrupt change of TOTPOT and MEANSHR inside the green band for both active re-
gions. And the derivatives of TOTPOT is becoming very large, and the derivatives of
MEANSHR has become super noisy. The general impression is that when LSTM scores
higher, the main trend of the SHARP parameters have become very different from the
baseline, and the signals of flare eruption has emerged. Additionally, the derivatives are
becoming different from the baseline as well, with derivative of TOTPOT becomes higher,
and derivative of MEANSHR becomes noisier.
In the case study of AR 11190 above, we could see that prior to the sudden tran-
sition time, there is another time (around 2011-04-12) where the LSTM score rises above
zero but went back to zero before becoming very large. During this period, the TOT-
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Figure 14. The original SHARP parameters TOTPOT, MEANSHR and their first-order time
derivatives of AR 11158 and 11190. The blue band shows the 1-hour time-series chosen as the
baseline for DTW distance calculation. The yellow and green band are a 3-hour time-series be-
fore and after the sudden transition of LSTM scores. Each small black dots stands for a recorded
flare event. The height of the dot is proportional to the logarithm of flare intensity, which is the
same as that in Figure 4. Minor ticks on the time axis are plotted for every hour. We could see
that compared to time before transition and time at the baseline, the TOTPOT and MEANSHR
time-series show more increasing trends after the sudden transition. And their first-order time
derivative show more volatility than the low prediction score time. These are the driving forces
behind the high PC1 and PC3 scores after their sudden transitions. Units of TOTPOT, TOT-
POT D, MEANSHR, MEANSHR D are erg ·cm−1, erg ·cm−1 ·h−1, degree and degree ·h−1. All
parameters are weighted by the PIL mask.
POT only rises up mildly, but the MEANSHR has become significantly different from
zero. This phenomenon is very common in the SHARP parameter dataset. One could
see that during this time, there were several flares of intermediate intensities happen-
ing. The TOTPOT is not sensitive to these flares but only rises up before the last strong
M/X flares. The MEANSHR, however, is more sensitive and could be fairly large even
before these weaker flares. Such a sensitivity to weak flares sets the MEANSHR, and many
other SHARP parameters about magnetic field gradients such as MEANGBT, MEANGBH
and MEANGBZ, apart from the SHARP parameters that have are more insensitive to
weaker flares, such as USFLUX, ABSNJZH, SAVNCPP and TOTPOT.
PC3 is indeed capturing these insensitive features. It is giving all SHARP param-
eters such as TOTPOT, TOTUSJH, SAVNCPP, USFLUX positive loadings but near zero
loading for MEANSHR, MEANGAM and MEANGBH. Since MEANSHR, MEANGAM
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and MEANGBH can become high even before some weak flares, they cannot help one
to distinguish LSTM inputs before a C flare and an M flare as good as other SHARP
parameters.
If we call the insensitive features such as TOTPOT as signals, and all the sensi-
tive ones such as MEANSHR D as noise, then PC1 is simply the signals plus noise, and
PC3 is signal minus noise. The LSTM score will be high only when the signal features
are very large. If we only observe large noise features, it can be the case that weak flares
are happening. Such a SHARP parameter taxonomy echoes the finding on variable im-
portance in Chen et al. (2019) where the accuracy of LSTM classification drops only a
little if it is trained solely with TOTUSJH or TOTPOT, but drops a lot when trained
solely with MEANSHR or MEANGAM.
The LSTM model is not able to handle signals and noises to perfection. This is be-
cause the noise features are becoming higher together with the signal features before an
M/X flare. But before weak flares, it is more likely that we only see some noise features
rising up. So the LSTM cannot tell which type of flare is going to happen under the cases
when MEANSHR is very high and volatile, unless it sees some significant TOTPOT as
well. As one can see from the case study of AR 11190 in Figure 14, a significantly non-
zero MEANSHR still drives the LSTM score to nearly 0.4 during 2011-04-12 for AR 11190.
But the LSTM is still able to pick up the true signals for strong flares. As the TOTPOT
rises up for AR 11190, the LSTM score breaks the upper bound at 0.4 and soared to nearly
unity.
In this subsection, we have summarized the information of DTW distance features
into a few principal components. And we provided a visualization where we projected
LSTM inputs into a 2-dimensional space. We highlighted a particular principal compo-
nent, the PC3, that could separate the low and high LSTM cases. Case studies are used
to demonstrate that the time evolution of some SHARP parameters have very different
behaviors before weak flares and strong flares, such as the TOTPOT and all others with
positive loadings in PC3. They are the true signals of strong flares picked up by LSTM
model. There are other SHARP parameters, such as the MEANSHR, that have smaller
contrasts before weak and strong flares. Such features might confuse the LSTM model
when it is doing the classification of weak and strong flares. They introduce noises in LSTM
inputs, and their derivatives have negative loadings in PC3.
The analysis in this section is still very qualitative. In the next subsection, we are
going to find the exact threshold of PC scores and SHARP parameters that could split
the low and high LSTM score cases. To make our analysis more quantitative, we will use
decision tree and random forests to find the threshold value.
4.3 Tree-based method analysis on LSTM results
Classification and regression tree (CART) is a non-parametric statistics model that
partitioned the feature space into several disjoint regions, and fits a model inside each
region. It uses a tree-like structure consisting of decision nodes and leaves. Each deci-
sion node has one of the input features and an optimized split value. Any input data that
has the feature above or below the split value would be passed down to different sub-
trees until a leaf node is reached. At the leaf node, CART will return a categorical (clas-
sification) or continuous (regression) fitted value. CART is fitted to minimize a certain
loss function that describes the aggregated leaf node purity, and we used Gini-index in
this paper. For a more comprehensive background on CART model, we recommend our
readers to Hastie et al. (2001, Chapter 9.2).
CART is known to have low bias but overfits the data most of the time. To over-
come the overfitting issue of CART, people either use tree-pruning or bagging. Tree-pruning
is to reduce the depth of the decision tree to avoid having too many split values. Bag-
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ging, or bootstrap aggregating, is to use bootstrap method to generate multiple train-
ing dataset and fit multiple models on each new training dataset. Final predictions or
classifications are made based on the outputs of all fitted models.
Random forests (RF) is a bagging method that fits multiple tree-based models at
the same time with bootstrapped samples and aggregates all outputs to give the final
classification/regression output. Each tree in the RF is fitted independently with randomly-
selected features that is a subset of all input features. Hastie et al. (2001, Chapter 15)
provides a complete introduction to random forest method.
In the previous subsection, we have conducted a PCA analysis on our DTW dis-
tance features of 18 SHARP parameters and their 18 derivatives. And a general impres-
sion is that when PC1 and PC3 scores are becoming very high (in the upper right cor-
ner of each sub-figure in Figure 13), we could anticipate a high LSTM prediction score.
In this subsection, we applied both pruned CART and random forests to our PCA scores
and the DTW features of SHARP parameters to classify low (<0.3) and high (>0.7) LSTM
score cases. We aim at using these models to find whether there are threshold values for
certain PC score or DTW features of certain SHARP parameters. If one LSTM input
surpassed the threshold, we could expect that the LSTM score is more likely to be high,
as suggested by the pattern in (b) of Figure 6. To capture this notion precisely with CART,
we calculated the PCA scores for all HARP regions’ 36 DTW distance features, and we
take the first 10 principal components’ scores for each HARP region which have explained
88.6% of the total variations. As a result, for each LSTM score on a leave-one-out score
path, we have associated it with a 10-dimensional PCA score. We have in total 141,350
PCA score-LSTM score pairs coming from the 360 score paths.
For each LSTM score, we label it as 1 if it is above 0.7, and label it as 0 if it is be-
low 0.3, and drop it otherwise. Such a procedure leaves us 125,955 samples of 10-dimensional
PCA scores with associated 0/1 class label. We will use CART to see which PC score
could lead to high LSTM scores above 0.7 and low LSTM scores below 0.3. To construct
a train set and a test set for the CART model, we split all samples based on the active
region where the samples come from. The train-test split makes sure that all PC scores
from the same HARP region will only appear in either train or test set. Eventually, we
have obtained a train set with 84,220 samples including 2,755 high LSTM score cases
and a test set with 41,735 samples, of which 2,419 cases have high LSTM scores.
Figure 15 shows the result of the classification tree using the top 10 principal com-
ponents’ scores with the tree’s maximum depth limited to 3 to avoid too much overfit-
ting.
The visualization of the classification tree follows a tree structure, with each rect-
angle box containing the information about the feature used at the node, the split value,
the impurity of the node (Gini-index), the number of samples of each class remaining
to be classified at the node and the majority of the samples’ class at the current node.
The top of the decision tree is the root node, and it is the first if-else statement of the
whole tree. We could see that the root node splits at PC3 score at 1.112. All samples
with PC3 score below this will be passed to the sub-tree on the left for further classi-
fication while all others will be passed to the sub-tree on the right. We could see that
after just one thresholding of PC3 score, we have already obtained two sub-trees that
have majority of the samples being low and high LSTM scores cases, as indicated by the
color on the left and right branch after the root node splitting. The test set prediction
accuracy of this classification tree is 89.3%.
Since our train test set split procedure could have some randomness regarding which
active regions are put in the test set, we may have different variations of the tree if we
have a slightly different composition of the train and test set. To evaluate whether PC3
score appears consistently at the root node and plays a key role in the thresholding, we
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Figure 15. Classification Tree fitted using PCA scores to classify low and high LSTM
score cases. In each rectangle box, there is a feature and a split value in the first line, such as
PC3 <= 1.112 in the first box. It means that for any sample, if this condition is satisfied, it will
be passed down to the left branch, other wise it will be passed to the right branch. All train-
ing samples will finally end up in a box at the bottom. Decision nodes with the majority of the
samples being the low LSTM scores are colored in brown, and nodes with the majority of the
samples being the high LSTM scores are colored in blue. The darkness of the colors represent the
purity of the node. One can see that after thresholding all training samples with PC3 score at
1.112, the left sub-tree mainly consists of low LSTM score cases and the right sub-tree consists of
high LSTM score cases. The PC3 score is a very good variable to set a threshold.
rerun the decision tree with maximum depth restricted to 3 for 100 times with differ-
ent train and test set, and calculate the feature importance of each of the 10 PC scores
in each iteration. Feature importance could be interpreted as the contribution of the fea-
ture to the classification. In each iteration, we rank all PCs by their feature importance
and the top 3 PCs. It turns out that PC3 is always the most important feature, PC1 is
the second most important feature most of the time. The left panel of Figure 16 shows
the distribution of the test set prediction accuracy and the feature importance of the PC
ranks 1st, 2nd, 3rd in each iteration’s feature importance ranking.
The PC3 is consistently the ”Rank 1st PC” in terms of feature ranking in the 100
iterations. But at the same time, we could see that the feature importance of PC3 scores
and others vary a lot, so does the test set precision, which ranged from less than 0.6 to
nearly 1.0. To obtain more robust results, we used the random forests to do the classi-
fication of low and high LSTM scores with the PCA scores. With the same train-test
set splitting procedure, we run the random forests with 50 trees, with each tree being
a classification tree using up to 2 of the 10 PCA scores. And the classification result of
the random forests is taking the majority of the results returned by the 50 trees. Sim-
ilarly, we run the random forests with 100 iterations and the plot the distribution of test
set accuracy, feature importance of PC ranks 1st, 2nd and 3rd in each iteration’s fea-
ture importance ranking in the right panel of Figure 16. This time, PC3 is still the most
important feature among all in all iterations, and PC1 ranks 2nd in 99 out of the 100
iterations.
All previous tree-based methods are applied to PCA scores. The results of both
tree-based methods showed that the PC3 score consistently stands out as the most im-
portant feature compared to all other principal components. This confirms our previ-
ous result that when PC3 score is positive, it is very likely that the LSTM is predict-
ing a strong flare. Simply speaking, PC3 contains the information of the signals that can
predict strong flare eruption. We then apply the tree-based fitting model to the origi-
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Figure 16. Results of Classification and regression tree (CART) and Random Forests, each
with 100 iterations, with each iteration having a different train set and test set. Distributions
of test set accuracy, feature importance of PC ranks 1st, 2nd and 3rd in each iteration’s feature
importance ranking are plotted. In both models, the Rank 1st PC is PC3 in all iterations. PC1 is
the Rank 2nd PC 62% of the time in decision tree and 99% of the time in random forests.
nal 18 SHARP parameters’ DTW distance features, and their associated time deriva-
tives’ DTW distance features to directly evaluate each SHARP parameters’ association
with the LSTM score in the same way as the 10 PCA scores. Figure 17 shows the re-
sult on the classification tree fitted on the DTW distance features with the same train
set and test set as the ones used in generating Figure 15. Now, we find that by using the
total free energy density (TOTPOT) as the root node feature and setting the split value
to be 7.9×1021 erg ·cm−1 results in two sub-trees with a clear pattern. The left hand
side sub-tree mainly consists of low LSTM score cases and the sub-tree on the right con-
sists of high LSTM score cases. The decision tree has a precision of 91.2%.
Indeed, one can see that the second layer of the tree also uses TOTPOT as the de-
cision node feature. And most of the train set cases with high LSTM scores have TOT-
POT’s DTW distance feature above 2.25× 1021 erg ·cm−1. If one uses Euclidean dis-
tance to approximate the DTW distance between two 1-hour TOTPOT time-series and
assume that the baseline has very negligible (= 0 in all 5 frames) total free energy den-
sity, one could say that a threshold for the magnitude of total free energy density that
could lead to high LSTM score is around 1.0× 1021 erg ·cm−1. Note that the thresh-
old should be interpreted as a PIL mask weighted parameter. This threshold works well
for the case studies shown in Figure 14.
There is a caveat on interpreting TOTPOT’s importance in the decision tree in that
there are many features that are highly correlated with TOTPOT that could have sim-
ilar feature importance as that of TOTPOT has TOTPOT been taken away from the
random forests’ inputs. So in general, one could conclude that the block of variables that
are highly correlated with total free energy density can be used to establish some thresh-
old values to distinguish cases with low and high LSTM scores. Once again, the deci-
sion tree analysis confirmed our previous statement that the signals picked up by LSTM
model to predict strong solar flares are the SHARP parameters that are highly corre-
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Figure 17. Classification Tree fitted using DTW distance features. Decision nodes with the
majority of the samples being the low LSTM scores is colored in brown, and nodes with the
majority of the samples being the high LSTM scores is colored blue. The darkness of the colors
represent the purity of the node.
lated with total free energy density, including TOTUSJH, MEANJZH, MEANALP, TOT-
POT, MEANPOT, TOTUSJZ, ABSNJZH, SAVNCPP, and USFLUX.
Generally speaking, our tree-based analysis on DTW distance features showed that
when the 1-hour total free energy density time-series input into the LSTM, or other highly
correlated variables’ 1-hour time-series, become extremely different from the baseline 1-
hour time-series of the HARP region, it is associated with high LSTM scores. Our re-
sults based on the PCA scores demonstrated that there are the two groups of variables,
one with high positive loadings in PC3 (signals), the other with high negative loadings
in PC3 (noises), that play a key role out of all features in separating low and high LSTM
score cases.
5 Discussion and Conclusion
Our paper presents the results and interpretations of Long-Short-Term-Memory
(LSTM) model’s predictions of first flares using the parameters calculated from Space-
weather HMI Active Region Patches (SHARPs) where parameters are calculated along
the polarity inversion line (PIL). Specifically, we trained LSTM model to distinguish B
first flares against M/X first flares and have generated a prediction score path for 360
active region’s first flares, among which we found 35 regions’ first M/X flare has a sud-
den transition of LSTM score prior to the flare eruption. On average, the sudden tran-
sition completed 48 hours before the flare. The rapid transition provides a unique op-
portunity to interpret the LSTM model and determine which physical features represented
by the SHARP parameters drive the flare prediction.
To interpret LSTM predictions, we propose a two-step method to project LSTM’s
matrix-shaped inputs into a low dimensional space. In the first step, we utilize dynamic
time warping (DTW) to measure the temporal dimension similarity of any two LSTM
inputs. And by picking a specific LSTM input, the baseline LSTM input, as a bench-
mark, we managed to collapse the information of LSTM input matrices into a low di-
mensional DTW distance vector. We further reduce the dimensions in the second step
by PCA. Finally, we construct a feature, the PC3, that linearly combines the similar-
ity metric of each SHARP parameter and their derivatives. By examination of active re-
gions experiencing a sudden transitions of LSTM prediction scores, and tree-based clas-
sification, we find that the PC3 can well separate LSTM inputs that give low and high
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prediction scores. A careful inspection of the two representative features, total free en-
ergy density (TOTPOT) and mean shear angle (MEANSHR), shows that the LSTM learns
strong flare eruptions out of a few features that carry strong signals, which frequently
increase before the strong flare occurs. PC3 gives the signals strong positive loadings,
which reflects the learning pattern of LSTM. The interpretation of LSTM highlights that
TOTPOT and those highly correlated SHARP parameters contain the key indicators of
strong flare eruption. While the SHARP parameters highly correlated with the MEAN-
SHR can introduce noises into the LSTM model in the sense that they can be more volatile
not only during the strong flare time, but also weak flare time and even quiet times.
The interpretation of the LSTM results allows us to identify key photospheric sig-
natures of the energy buildup leading to flares. To give some idea of the complexity of
behavior, we have shown two representative examples where the probability of a large
(M/X-class) flare rises in tandem with the buildup of total free energy (TOTPOT) and
mean magnetic shear (MEANSHR) relative to pre-event baselines. In the case of AR 12017,
the probability peaks with a rapid rise in free energy (and DTW) that levels off near the
flare-time level. Here, the LSTM model near certain prediction of a large flare corresponds
with levels of free energy that implies it is only a matter of time before a major flare will
occur. In other words, it is very unlikely that the system can relax without the occur-
rence of a large flare. In the case of AR 12381, the probability of a major flare becomes
high while the total free energy is increasing but still well below the flare-time level. This
example shows that the model can identify a trend of increasing free energy that is likely
to continue to culminate in a flare. The contrast in examples that there are distinct evo-
lutionary paths leading to flares, each of which has unique baseline to gauge the neces-
sary energy requirements. We find a threshold for the magnitude of total free energy den-
sity that produces a high probability of a flare is around 1.0 × 1021 erg ·cm−1.
Free energy is a necessity for solar eruptions, and fixed thresholds for initiation have
been proposed (Moore et al., 2012). The LSTM identifies the free energy and mean mag-
netic shear as critical variables for predicting flares. This result reflects the extraordi-
nary complexity and varying structure of ARs, that are governed by common physical
processes. The nature of those processes are elucidated by the role of the mean magnetic
shear in the flare predictions. The mean shear is a measure of the non-potential nature
of the magnetic field and in these circumstances indicates that the photospheric mag-
netic field is oriented nearly parallel to the polarity inversion line (PIL) (in contrast to
a potential field, which would be perpendicular to the PIL). The sheared magnetic con-
figuration is nearly universally observed in association with solar eruptions and our work
confirms its essential role in large flares. Several leading theories offer different expla-
nations for this magnetic shear such as sunspot collisions (Fang & Fan, 2015), rotating
motion in super granules (Antiochos, 2013) and magnetic flux emergence (W. Manch-
ester, 2003; W. Manchester IV et al., 2004; W. Manchester IV, 2007). In a followup pa-
per, we will analyze the HMI vector magnetograph data for these 35 active regions and
determine in detail how the the magnetic shear developed, and physical processes respon-
sible for the buildup of energy leading to the first M/X-class flares.
Our post-hoc analysis has provided extra insights about solar flare predictions with
machine learning model. Following the discussions in Chen et al. (2019), we advanced
our understanding about machine learning predictions in the following aspects:
• We used SHARP parameters calculated along the polarity inversion line instead
of the the ones calculated from the full HMI images to train LSTM model.
• We identified 35 active regions with sudden transitions of LSTM scores and have
done case studies only on these selected active regions with the sharpest predic-
tion score contrast.
• We have proposed a dimension-reduction technique based on dynamic time warp-
ing (DTW) and principal component analysis (PCA) to summarize the informa-
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tion contained in matrix-shaped LSTM inputs. The low-dimensional representa-
tion of LSTM inputs shows some very interpretable learning patterns of LSTM
model.
• Constructed features in the low-dimensional space still have very good interpretabil-
ity, and we showed that the key feature contains signals from a subset of SHARP
parameters and noises from others.
• Specifically, we showed that SHARP parameters that are highly correlated with
total free energy density are the important signals for strong flare eruption learnt
by the LSTM model. On the contrary, SHARP parameters whose derivatives are
highly correlated with the derivative of mean shear angle introduce noises to the
flare eruption pattern learnt by the LSTM model.
• A threshold for total free energy density along the polarity inversion line at 1.0×
1021 erg ·cm−1 is given, surpassing which indicates that a strong flare is about to
happen.
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Appendix A Summary of Sudden Transition Cases
AR Number Prior Transition Time Post Transition Time Flare Time
11410 2012-02-04 14:00:00 2012-02-06 02:48:00 2012-02-06 20:00:00
11560 2012-08-30 10:00:00 2012-08-30 14:12:00 2012-09-06 04:13:00
11613 2012-11-12 03:00:00 2012-11-12 04:12:00 2012-11-12 23:28:00
11618 2012-11-19 18:00:00 2012-11-20 09:00:00 2012-11-20 19:28:00
11718 2013-04-09 03:12:00 2013-04-11 05:24:00 2013-04-12 20:38:00
11726 2013-04-20 00:36:00 2013-04-20 06:00:00 2013-04-22 10:29:00
11762 2013-06-01 16:36:00 2013-06-02 21:12:00 2013-06-05 08:57:00
11817 2013-08-11 07:12:00 2013-08-12 00:12:00 2013-08-12 10:41:00
11818 2013-08-13 08:48:00 2013-08-14 17:24:00 2013-08-17 18:24:00
11861 2013-10-10 19:36:00 2013-10-11 04:12:00 2013-10-17 15:41:00
11891 2013-11-06 21:24:00 2013-11-07 02:12:00 2013-11-08 09:28:00
11928 2013-12-18 21:12:00 2013-12-19 05:12:00 2013-12-22 08:11:00
11153 2011-02-08 08:24:00 2011-02-08 13:36:00 2011-02-09 01:31:00
11968 2014-01-30 06:36:00 2014-01-30 15:36:00 2014-01-31 15:42:00
11158 2011-02-12 18:48:00 2011-02-13 01:48:00 2011-02-13 17:38:00
12017 2014-03-28 01:00:00 2014-03-28 03:36:00 2014-03-28 19:18:00
11165 2011-03-05 19:48:00 2011-03-06 01:12:00 2011-03-07 07:54:00
11169 2011-03-09 03:36:00 2011-03-09 19:24:00 2011-03-14 19:52:00
12065 2014-05-24 01:36:00 2014-05-24 08:24:00 2014-05-24 18:35:00
12085 2014-06-07 17:00:00 2014-06-08 17:48:00 2014-06-12 09:37:00
12089 2014-06-11 04:00:00 2014-06-11 13:24:00 2014-06-12 20:03:00
12182 2014-10-02 23:00:00 2014-10-03 02:48:00 2014-10-09 01:43:00
11190 2011-04-13 14:48:00 2011-04-14 07:24:00 2011-04-15 17:12:00
12257 2015-01-08 19:36:00 2015-01-09 09:00:00 2015-01-13 04:24:00
12280 2015-02-04 13:48:00 2015-02-05 01:36:00 2015-02-09 23:35:00
12360 2015-06-11 07:12:00 2015-06-11 16:36:00 2015-06-13 07:29:00
12381 2015-07-05 12:36:00 2015-07-06 00:36:00 2015-07-06 08:44:00
12403 2015-08-18 10:48:00 2015-08-18 11:48:00 2015-08-21 02:18:00
12423 2015-09-27 12:48:00 2015-09-27 18:24:00 2015-09-28 03:55:00
12422 2015-09-25 06:48:00 2015-09-26 09:12:00 2015-09-27 10:40:00
12644 2017-04-01 13:24:00 2017-04-01 15:48:00 2017-04-01 21:48:00
11260 2011-07-25 22:00:00 2011-07-26 03:36:00 2011-07-27 16:07:00
11261 2011-07-28 15:00:00 2011-07-29 09:24:00 2011-07-30 02:09:00
11263 2011-07-30 10:12:00 2011-07-31 15:36:00 2011-08-03 04:32:00
11283 2011-09-04 03:36:00 2011-09-04 11:48:00 2011-09-06 01:50:00
Table A1. Active regions with sudden transitions of LSTM prediction scores. Each row con-
tains the information of the active region number, the time before and after the sudden transi-
tion and the first M/X flare time. All times are in the format Year-Month-Day Hour-Minutes-
Seconds. On average, the sudden transition completed 48 hours before the flare.
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